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Introduction
Snider Mountain Ranch has developed an operational plan for overnight Summer Camps,
outlining how we will manage the safe opening and operation of Summer Camps. We recognize
the importance of following guidelines to mitigate a resurgence of COVID-19 cases. The goal is
to create a safe and healthy environment for staff and children by making the necessary
adjustments to help limit the risk of exposure to COVID-19. The following resource describes
how we are operationalizing and following the recommendations and requirements of Public
Health.

Overall Strategy and Guiding Principles
We plan to run overnight Summer Camps beginning June 27th, 2021, in line with Public Health
guidelines as outlined in the Guidance for the Operation of Summer Camps during COVID-19
document. Summer Camps will place children in a consistent grouping at the start of the week,
which will remain the same, as much as possible, throughout the week of camp.
Our primary measures and guiding principles for the safe opening and operation of summer
camp are outlined here:

● Drop off and end-of-week pick up is contactless for parents and is conducted through a
drive-through process.

● Parents are responsible for screening their children prior to drop-off. Parents will be
asked to confirm that they reviewed the screening questions at drop-off. Campers with
two symptoms (or one symptom if the symptom is purple fingers or toes), as identified by
Public Health, will be sent home and directed to contact 811. They cannot return until
fully recovered.

● During the camp week, campers or staff with two symptoms (or one symptom in the case
of purple fingers or toes) will be isolated immediately in the first aid room until parents
are able to pick them up. Staff assisting will wear gloves and a mask, the camper with
symptoms will wear a mask, and 811 will be called for direction. Afterwards, the isolation
area will be thoroughly disinfected, PPE will be discarded, and the staff will shower and
change.

● Campers will be instructed on protective measures upon their arrival. They will be
frequently reminded of these expectations.

mailto:info@snidermountainranch.com
https://www2.gnb.ca/content/dam/gnb/Departments/eco-bce/Promo/covid-19/operation-camps.pdf
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● We are employing widespread and strict use of protective measures including frequent
hand washing, physical distancing between groupings indoors, dedicated staff for deep
cleaning and sanitizing, and more.

● Campers are assigned to a group consisting of their cabin mates and 1-2 staff, which will
be kept consistent, as much as possible, for the duration of the week. There will be some
exceptions to this, as outlined below (see “Cabins & Physical Distancing”).

● All programming equipment will be sanitized at least twice daily and when soiled.

The items below explain all the measures of our Operational Plan in more detail:
Health Awareness and Communication

● Hand washing posters are posted in all bathrooms and by all hand washing stations.
● Hand sanitizing posters are posted in all cabins, outside the dining hall, and all other

areas where hand sanitizer is available.
● Signage will be posted at the main entrance, the office door, and the kitchen entrances

informing of our pre-screening process.
● Campers are instructed upon arrival, and reminded daily and throughout the day, of our

requirements for hand washing, physical distancing, and all other procedures for
maintaining the operational plan as described below.

● Parents will be informed via email prior to their camper’s arrival at camp that:
○ Your actions play a critical role in reducing the risk of infectious disease

transmission in our facility.
○ Adults in contact with children attending a child care facility need to be

hypervigilant about monitoring for symptoms and get tested if they develop 2 or
more of the following symptoms: fever or signs of fever, new cough or worsening
chronic cough, runny nose, headache, sore throat, new onset of fatigue, new
onset of muscle pain, diarrhea or loss of taste or smell.

○ If children attending a child care facility have a vulnerable adult at home, the
parent will want to consider the risk of the child bringing COVID-19 home to the
vulnerable adult in the home.

Supplies
● The following supplies will be made readily available: hot/cold potable running water,

liquid soap, paper towel, toilet paper, cleaning and disinfecting supplies and personal
protection equipment (community face masks and disposable gloves) and food.

● A supply of community/medical face masks will be available for children or staff who may
become ill while at the camp.

● A staff will be delegated to monitor the supplies and ensure stock is maintained.
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Daily Health Measures
● Strict enforcement of hand washing and use of sanitizer. Children will be monitored when

washing their hands or sanitizing their hands to ensure it is done correctly.
● Staff are encouraged to remind children to practice good respiratory etiquette such as

covering the mouth and nose with a disposable tissue or the crease of the elbow when
coughing or sneezing.

● Staff will remind children not to touch their face, eyes, nose, or mouth.
● Staff and children must practice good hand hygiene. They must wash their hands

frequently with soap and water, especially:
○ on arrival;
○ before and after meals;
○ after using the toilet;
○ after blowing nose, coughing or sneezing;
○ after playing with shared toys;
○ after handling animals or their waste;
○ when taking medications; and
○ after playing outside.

● In addition, staff are required to wash their hands:
○ before and after handling food;
○ after breaks;
○ and before and after giving medications.

● Staff will remind children of our “no sharing” policy.
● Anyone with two symptoms present will be sent home. Once symptoms are discovered

they will be isolated until they can be picked up. Children or staff who have been
identified as having seasonal allergies or who suffer from chronic runny nose/nasal
congestion will not be considered a suspect case.

● The First Aid Attendant will bring campers from the same grouping to the first aid room
for daily medication administration.

● Clean masks will be stored in a plastic container in the laundry room. Used community
face masks will be placed in a covered bin marked “used masks” and laundered
according to laundry procedures (see the “Laundry” section). Used medical masks will
be discarded.

● Mask use will follow Government of New Brunswick guidelines:
○ The mask will be disposed/cleaned when soiled or wet.
○ Personnel will wash hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds or use

hand sanitizer before putting on or taking off the mask.
○ Mask will be secured snugly around the ears/head. Mouth and nose will be

covered with no gaps between the face and the mask.
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○ If you accidentally touch the mask, you must wash your hands with soap and
water for at least 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer.

○ Do not touch the front of the mask when you remove it.

Daily Facility Protective Requirements
● Cleaning solutions used at Snider Mountain Ranch include:

○ Ecolab Oasis 146 Multi-Quat Sanitizer (referred to in the rest of the
document as “Multi-Quat”) which is food-safe will be used in the kitchen
and dining hall.

○ SmartPower Sink & Surface Sanitizer Cleaner (Foreign Identifiier: EPA
1677-260) (referred to as “Surface Sanitizer'' in the rest of the document).
This product is food-safe, hard-surface disinfectant approved by the
Government of Canada under the Interim Order No. 2 Respecting Drugs,
Medical Devices and Food for a Special Dietary Purpose in relation to
COVID-19.

○ Ecolab QC 92 Ultra Concentrated Neutral Bathroom Cleaner (referred
to in the rest of the document as “Bathroom Cleaner”).

○ Ecolab QC 57 Peroxide Multi Surface Disinfectant and Cleaner (DIN
02412314) (referred to as “Peroxide” in the rest of the document) is
registered in Canada with a Drug Identification Number (DIN), is labelled
as broad-spectrum virucides, and is listed by the Government of Canada
as disinfectants to use against COVID-19.

○ Certainty Disinfectant Wipes Plus (DIN 02394677) (referred to as
“disinfectant wipes” in the rest of the document). This cleaner is registered
in Canada with a Drug Identification Number (DIN) and labelled as
virucidal.

○ Cleaning will be scheduled each day and assigned to specific staff.
● Once spray bottles are empty, they will be cleaned before being refilled.
● Peroxide, Surface Sanitizer & Multi-Quat will be tested for concentration at least

once weekly.
● Hallways, office, first aid station, and craft room (doorknobs, banisters, light

switches) will be disinfected twice daily and when soiled.
● Bathrooms will be cleaned daily and disinfected twice daily.
● Dining Hall: Tables and chairs will be sprayed with Surface Sanitizer. After at

least 15 seconds, tables will be wiped with a wet cloth.
● Kitchen will be cleaned twice daily, by spraying high-touch surfaces with Surface

Sanitizer.
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● Program equipment will be cleaned with Peroxide/Surface Sanitizer, disinfectant
wipes, or soap and water twice daily (before lunch and before supper) and when
soiled. (see Appendix A: Program Procedures).

● No visitors/guests are allowed on property, except those dropping off and picking up
campers and those essential to the functioning of Summer Camps. Parents should not
exit their vehicle. Anyone entering the building will be pre-screened, must wash their
hands upon entry at the nearest hand washing station, and must maintain physical
distance as much as possible. A visitor log will be kept of anyone entering the facility.

● After all campers have checked in, the main entrance gate will be closed. At the service
entrance a sign will be posted directing delivery personnel, or any visitor, to call the
Ranch to inform us that they have arrived.

● Deliveries should be accepted outside the building as much as possible.
● Hallways have been marked as “one-way”. Campers/staff will use the exterior door to

access their cabin when going the opposite direction. (Note: each cabin has two doors,
one directly leading outdoors, and a second leading to a hallway inside our main
building).

● Following departure, staff will thoroughly clean cabins with Peroxide.
● The building will be thoroughly cleaned with Peroxide and/or Surface Sanitizer.

Staff Requirements
● Staff must review the screening questions before entering the building on arrival days.

Any staff with two symptoms will be directed to return home, self-isolate and call 811.
● Staff will use a dedicated bathroom on the second floor of our facility, in a staff-only area.

There will be a maximum of 3 people in each bathroom at one time. Staff must wear a
mask in the bathroom and use the disinfectant spray when they have finished in the
bathroom.

● Non-cabin staff (ie. kitchen staff, recreation staff) will wear community face masks if they
cannot maintain 6ft. of distance from campers or staff outside of their grouping when
indoors. Outdoors, non-cabin staff should maintain distance to the best of their ability.

● Non-cabin staff will be assigned to a staff grouping. Records will be kept of these
groupings.

Registration & Arrival
● During online registration, the parent/guardian will indicate all household members living

with the child.
● Parents are reminded to pay for camp online ahead of time. Any customer that has not

paid will be called the Friday before camp begins. This keeps payments during
registration to a minimum. No cash payments will be accepted unless absolutely
necessary.
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● Records will be kept of the cabin groupings each week.
● Registration is set up as a drive-through. Parents/guardians dropping off campers should

not enter the facility.
● Drop off will be in a one-hour window to reduce traffic congestion.
● At the main gate, campers will be signed-in, and parents will be informed of their

child(ren)’s assigned cabin.
● Parents should review the screening questions prior to arrival. This will be confirmed

upon check in.
● Any camper with two symptoms (or one symptom in the case of purple markings on the

fingers and toes) will be directed to return home, self-isolate, and call 811.
○ Currently the COVID-19 symptoms list includes: fever or signs of fever, new

cough or worsening chronic cough, runny nose, headache, sore throat, new
onset of fatigue, new onset of muscle pain, diarrhea or loss of taste or smell, and
in children, purple markings on the fingers and toes

○ A fever is defined as above 38° Celsius, as defined by Public Health.
● Medications are to be dropped off with the First Aid Attendant.
● Campers are checked for lice upon arrival. Attendants will wear a community face mask

and disposable gloves. Gloves will be sanitized between campers.
● At the merch tent, a small selection of merch will be available for purchase. No cash

payments will be accepted. Tap is encouraged. The debit machine will be wiped with a
disinfectant wipe after each use.

● Camper mail will be dropped off at the merch tent, and placed in a box designated for
that camper’s cabin.

● Any clothing items that are tried on and then returned (ie. a T-shirt that is the wrong size)
will be placed in a “quarantine box”. Returned items will be quarantined for 72 hours.

● Pre-ordered T-shirts can be picked up at the merch tent. All other pre-ordered packages
will be delivered after the camper arrives at his/her cabin.

● After completing the registration/arrival process, the parent(s) will drive to the outdoor
entrance to the child’s cabin. At this time, they will meet the child’s group leader(s), while
maintaining 6ft. distance. Parents should not enter the facility. Staff will help campers
bring their luggage into the cabin.

● Children will be directed to wash their hands following drop off.
● Any parents with children hesitant to enter their cabin (ie. nervous, homesick) will be

directed to the back parking lot, where they will be able to talk their children through the
process without blocking access to cabin entrances.

● The lobby bathroom will be available in case of emergency for those dropping off a
camper. They will need to answer a screening questionnaire before entering the building.
The bathroom will be disinfected immediately afterwards, and campers will not be
allowed in the lobby during the arrival period.
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Pick Up
● Pick up is a drive-through process; vehicles will stop at a sign out tent, where they sign

out their campers, pick up any medications, and check the lost and found.
● Parents will drive to the cabin to pick up their camper(s). They will not enter the facility.
● Following pick up, staff will thoroughly clean the cabin with Peroxide including

mattresses, bed frames, ladders, railings, light switches, door knobs, etc. Mattresses
should be sprayed, left for 5 minutes, and then wiped with a wet cloth.

● The building will be thoroughly cleaned with Multi-Quat and/or Bathroom Cleaner and
disinfected with Peroxide/Surface Sanitizer.

Cabins & Physical Distancing
● Campers and staff will be divided into groupings and will be assigned a cabin for the

week. In most circumstances, the size of the grouping will not exceed 15 campers (plus
staff).

● Occasionally, campers in the same camp-type (ie. Horsemanship, Radical Ranchers) will
sleep in two separate cabins, but will be combined as one grouping for all scheduling.

● Occasionally, campers will be assigned to a cabin with those from a separate camp-type,
but will participate in activities with those in the same camp-type (e.g. if there are only a
few female campers in Go Kart camp, they may be placed in a cabin with other female
campers from another camp-type, but will participate in the activities of Go Kart camp).

● Each grouping is exempt from the 2-metre physical distancing requirement. Although
exempt, staff will encourage children not to touch other children and to practice good
personal hygiene.

● Groupings will be identified by coloured bandanas. Non-cabin staff will also be identified
by bandanas.

● Daily, campers will be reminded of when and how to wash their hands, how to cover their
sneezes properly, and the importance of not touching their face or touching others.

● Entry into the cabin is limited to cabin members, unless otherwise required for specific
circumstances (i.e. behavior issues). In this case, the leadership staff must wear a face
mask.

● Before each meal, group leaders will disinfect high-touch surfaces in the cabin including
door knobs, light switches, and ladders.

● Our first aid room will be used for isolation in the event that a child has symptoms and
needs to be isolated. It will be disinfected after each use. There is an isolation kit
(gloves, medical masks, and a face shield) available in the room.

● Campers are not allowed on others' beds at any time.
● Protective shielding (transparent vinyl) is installed around the head area of each bunk for

further isolation.
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● Each cabin has their own picnic table dedicated to their use. This is where they will wait
for meal times, tuck times, pony express, and participate in some other activities.

● Every cabin has easy access to hand sanitizer.
● Water bottles will go through the dishwasher twice per week.

Program/Activities
● Campers travel to and from their activities and participate in those activities with their

cabin grouping for the most part. Some exceptions may apply, such as certain activities,
evening games, and free time.

● Evening campfires will take place around a central stage with campers attending/viewing
from benches designated for their cabin’s use.

● All program equipment will be disinfected twice daily (before lunch and before supper) or
when soiled (see Appendix A for further information).

● Campers will be reminded to wash/sanitize their hands before each activity.
● Recreation staff will maintain physical distancing from campers, unless doing so

jeopardizes the safety of campers or staff.
● Tuck: The tuck shop will be set up as a canteen with campers approaching the window

to order tuck items.
● Interior Campsite: Beds at the interior campsite have been set up to ensure 6 feet of

physical distancing between campers (who are all in the same grouping). Campers will
follow the same hygiene practices as at the main facility, and the portable toilet will be
disinfected twice daily. Hand sanitizer will be available.

Bathrooms
● Showers and morning/bedtime prep are scheduled by cabin. Dedicated cleaning staff

are responsible for disinfecting the bathroom after use with Disinfectant.
● There is a back-up one-person bathroom available for emergencies during scheduled

morning/evening bathroom times.
● Max. limit of 3 campers in the bathroom at one time during non-scheduled times.
● During peak times, cleaning staff will sanitize all bathrooms twice daily (door knobs,

faucets, toilet handles, etc.) with Peroxide/Surface Sanitizer.
● Bathrooms are deep cleaned daily, in addition to regular disinfecting. This includes

cleaning and disinfecting toilets, door knobs/locks, sinks, showers, paper towel and soap
dispensers, light switches, etc. with Bathroom Cleaner, followed by spraying with
Peroxide.

Meal Times/Food Safety
● Only kitchen staff will be permitted to enter the kitchen.
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● Kitchen staff will wear masks when serving food. Masks are to be changed daily and
when they become soiled.

● Kitchen staff will wear aprons that will be changed daily or when they become soiled.
● There will be no buffet type access to food; all meals will be plated and served by kitchen

staff in dedicated serving areas while using protective equipment.
● Protective shielding (plexiglass) is installed across the serving window as a sneeze

guard. Campers will point to which foods they want. Servers will hand the plate of food to
the camper at the end of the line.

● Cabin groupings will eat together at their picnic table outdoors or at their table in the
dining room, craft room, or other assigned dining area while maintaining physical
distancing requirements.

● Campers and staff will remain seated for the duration of the meal, except when it is their
turn to get seconds, when one staff member brings dirty dishes in a bus pan to the dish
pit window, and when directed to exit the dining hall.

● Cabin groupings are to be served and seated before the next cabin approaches the
serving window.

● There will be no shared food containers, such as pitchers of juice or water.
● Water bottles are to be refilled by staff only at the water bottle refill station. Staff must

wash/sanitize their hands prior to refilling bottles. If a water bottle touches the lip of the
water jug, the water jug must go through the dishwasher.

● Sharing of food between children or staff is not allowed.
● Seconds are served on new clean plates. Campers will be called up by cabin for

seconds.
● Dishes will be washed by the industrial dishwasher.
● All food that leaves the kitchen will be disposed of if not consumed.
● All items that leave the kitchen will be properly disinfected prior to their return.
● The kitchen and dining hall surfaces, including but not limited to sinks and counters, will

be disinfected twice daily. Tables and chairs will be disinfected after a cabin has finished
eating. The method for disinfecting will be as follows: all surfaces will be sprayed with
Surface Sanitizer and tables/counters will be wiped with a wet cloth after at least 15
seconds.

● All deliveries will be accepted outside the building and a 6ft. distance will be maintained
with any delivery personnel.

● Kitchen laundry will be washed and dried each evening.
● Disposable kitchen cloths will be washed twice and then discarded.

Laundry
The following regulations will be followed whenever using the laundry facilities:

● Wash hands before and after doing the laundry.
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● Wipe down controls and handles before and after use.
● Don’t leave soiled clothing or baskets on top of machines or tables.
● Don’t shake dirty laundry before putting it in the machine.
● Wash with soap and the warmest water possible. Do not overload the machine.
● Don’t leave the dryer door open when not in use.
● Dry items at highest temperature possible and dry them completely.
● Disinfect your hamper before filling with clothes.

Outbreak Management Plan
● If campers develop symptoms during the week, staff assisting will wear full gloves and a

face mask and will maintain physical distancing as much as possible.
● The camper with symptoms will wear a mask and be isolated in the designated room

(our first aid room).
● The parent will be called to pick up the camper. The parent must pick the camper up as

soon as possible.
● Afterwards, the isolation area will be thoroughly disinfected, PPE will be discarded, and

the staff will shower and change.
● If the facility has an outbreak (as defined by Public Health), we will advise Public Health

by contacting the Health Protection Services (region: Saint John).
● Public Health will inform the individual when isolation can be lifted.
● If an outbreak is declared, then the facility must close. The facility cannot reopen until

advised by Public Health.
● Public Health will lead any communication that is required.
● If an outbreak is confirmed, appropriate notices for parents/guardians will be posted at all

entrances to the facility to ensure that disease information is available for staff and
parents/guardians if needed or requested.

Appendix A: Program Procedures
Hand Sanitizing:

● Campers should sanitize their hands before every activity.

Program Equipment:
● All equipment will be sanitized twice daily (before lunch and before supper) and when

soiled.
● Equipment includes:

○ Archery: bows, arrows
○ Arts & Crafts, Mad Science: reusable supplies (ie. paintbrushes, scissors)
○ BMX: elbow/knee pads, bike handles, seats
○ Canoes: lifejackets, paddles
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○ Go Karts: steering wheels, seats
○ Hockey/Basketball Court: hockey sticks, basketballs
○ Horses: reins
○ Pool: lifejackets, pool toys (can be disinfected by the chlorinated pool water)
○ Zipline: zipline handles

● The following equipment MUST be disinfected after every session:
○ BMX: helmets
○ Go Karts: helmets, goggles
○ Horses: helmets
○ Rock Wall: helmets
○ Zipline: helmets

Rec Leaders
● As much as possible, rec leaders must maintain distance from the campers, while cabin

leaders assist with tasks, such as tightening lifejackets, buckling helmets, etc.


